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ABSTRACT 

The sources of acoustic emission that are prevalent in brittle 
solids are examined, especially microcrack sources and sources that 
accompany macrocrack extension. The emission amplitude distributions 
are derived using crack opening displacement solutions pertinent to 
each source type, and assuming an extreme value size distribution of 
precursors consistent both with the functional form of typical emission 
8\:'\~litude distributions and with defect size observations. Acoustic 
emi~sJon event rates are derived from the stress and time dependence of 
crack growth. Stress history effects are afforded particular emphasis. 
Finally, some applications of acoustic emission that emerge from the 
analysis of the source characteristics are briefly evaluated. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Brittle solids are often profuse sources of acoustic emission. The 
acoustic emission derives from microfracturing events that occur prior 
to ultimate failure. Microfracture typically involves time independent 
and time dependent components; whose coupling leads to several interest
ing functional relations between the acoustic emission and the stress 
history. Such stress history phenomona are an important theme of this 
paper. The intensity of acoustic emission from brittle solids exhibits 
a strong dependence on microstructure. The role of microstructure is 
thus a second primary theme. Acoustic emission can, in certain 
situations, be used as a technique for predicting failure. The 
circumstances which permit effective failure prediction are examined in 
the final section of the paper. 

The discussion of acoustic emission will emphasize the event 
amplitudes and the event rates; no specific attention will be devoted 
to the frequency characteristics. The amplitudes will be represented 
by distribution functions that can be related to the characteristics of 
the source and the extrinsic variables. The event rates will be related 
(in particular) to the stress history, and the imminence of final 
failure. 

It is convenient to consider two sources of acoustic emission. The 
first derives from the formation of isolated microcracks, either at 
grain boundaries or at s~cond phase particles (or inclusions). The 
second emanates from the incremental extension of macrocracks in 
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polycrystalline or multi-phase materials. These sources of emi~sion 
yield different amplitude distributions and event rates and are treated 
separately. The source distinctions discerned from this analysis will 
subsequently be used as a basis for considering acoustic emission as a 
technique for predicting failure~ 

II. ACOUSTIC EMISSION FROM ISOLATED MICROCRACKS 

2.1 General Considerations 

The amplitude a of the stress·wave emitted during the formation of 
a crack is related to the local displacement Uz that accompanies crack 
development (Fig. 1); specifically,l 

cr(r,t) • vo I u dS 
s z 

(1) 

where ~~ is the shear modulus, S represents the crack surface and o is a 
parameter that depends (through the event duration) on the frequency w, 
the wave velocity c, the distance from the source r, etc. 

The geometric shape of isolated cracks located at grain boundaries 
or inclusions will be approximated by an ellipse: with semi-major and 
semi-minor axes designated a and b respectively. Th~ displacement 
integral ~ uzdS can then be written explicitly as; 

I 
s 

i where crzz is the tensile stress normal to the crack surface, v is 
Poisson's ratio and E(k) is the elliptic integral of the second kind 
(with k2 = l-(b/a)2). The stress wave amplitude for such a crack is 
thus; 

[ 47T(l-V2] 2 i 
cr(r,t) = 3 E(k) ab crzz6. 

Therefore, the stress amplitude does not simply depend on the area A 
(= ·rrab) of the crack, but contains. an additional dependence on the 
dimension of its minor axis b, and on the event duration parameter o. 
Note that, for a crack of circular shape, radius a, the stress wave 
amplitude would depend on a3 if o were independent of the crack 
dimensions: this dependence has recently been inferred from experi-
mental .results obtained for inclusion fracture in stee1. 3 , 

(2) 

(3) 

The strong dependence of the stress wave amplitude on the crack 
dimensions indicates that the acoustic emission amplitudes measured 
above the background derive primarily from the large size extreme of 
microcracks. One of the three extreme value furtctions4 should thus 
characterise the size distribution of grain boundaries (or~nclusions) 
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STRESS~ 
WAVE 

XBL 7811-6155 

Fig. 1: A schematic indicating the relation between the crack opening and 
the emitted stress wave. 
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that afford the principal contribution to the acoustic emission 
amplitude. This conclusion is reinforced by the realization that the 
large size extreme of grain boundaries also exhibits the greatest micro
fracture probability5 (at a given level of applied stress). Recent 
studies suggest that the extreme value function of the second kind is 
an appropriate descriptor of the large extreme of grain diameters;6 
this function has the form: 

k 
~(d) • 1 - exp[-(d0/d) ] (4) 

where ~{d) is the probability that one (given) dimension of the grain 
boundary will exceed d, k is a shape parameter and do is a scale 
parameter. Now defining an average dimension ( d ) of the prospe~tive 
crack plane as 

and noting that the stress wave amplitude is proportional to the 
voltage V output of the transducer, 

v = fcr p 

(5) 

(6) 

where f is the stress coefficient of the transducer, Eqs. (3), (4), (5) 
and (6) can be combined to yield the probability ~(V) that the acoustic 
emission amplitude will exceed V (Fig. 2); 

~(V) = 1 - exp 

= 1 - exp 

[ _ d~ (4~!~~)~)~k/3 (o~z) k/3] 

[-a (o~·YJ 
7 An expression of this type has been proposed previously. Note that 

(7) 

Eq. (7) reduces for large V (Fig. 2a) to the conventionally used (but 
obviously limited) expression for acoustic emission amplitudes; 

(8) 

* 1/b i . . where V = 8 Ozz and b a k/3. Also note that Eq. (7) is not a Weibull 
distribution.+ The specific implications of this amplitude distribution 

+It is interesting, however, to appreciate that Eq. (7) does give a 
Weibull distribution of fracture strengths, with a shape parameter 
m • 2k (see Eq. 12). In some instances, therefore, band m could be 
related, with b ~m/6. Typical values form are the range 4-16, 
yielding b values between 0.7 and 2.3. Values of bare generally in 
this range.7,8,9 
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Schematics of the·amplitude distribution for microcracking (a) indicating 
the reduced form

1
that applies for small ~; (b) the influence of the 

applied stress cr .. 
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function depend on the detailed nature of the microcracks and therefore, 
the two principal modes of microcracking will be examined on a separate 
basis. 

2.2 Grain Boundary Microcracks 

The formation of stable microcracks at grain boundaries is prevalent 
in materials with anisotropic thermal expansion properties.5 In these 
materials stress singularities develop at grain triple points~ and the 
stress is further intensified at small preexistent defects, (especially 
those located at the triple points). The stress Oa and the stress 
intensity factor K are given by;5 

oa = ll6cd:!.T~(x/d) 

K = ll6cd:!.T/.i K(x/d) 
(8) 

when ~a is the thermal expansion anisotropy, ~T is the temperature 
range over which the stress accumulates, x is the size of the triple 
point defect and ~ and K are functions that depend on the grain 
orientations and the relative defect size. Note that'K increases as 
the grain boundary facet dimension d increases; this provides a 
preference for microfracture formation at the large size extreme of the 
distribution of grain facets. 

The total effective stress on the crack plane pertinent to the 
acoustic emission amplitude is the sum of the applied stress and the 
expansion mismatch stress. Hence, 

(9) 

In materials with a relatively large thermal expansion mismatch, <oa) 
» oi, and thus (since ( ~ ) is insensitive to the grain facet size), 
the acoustic emission amplitude distribution will be essentially 
independent of the level of the applied stress. Stress independent 
amplitude distributions have been obtained for porcelain.7 Otherwise, 
a dependence of ~(V) on oi should be anticipated (Fig. 2b). 

The stress intensity factor due to the expansion mismatch is aug
mented by the applied stress; 

(10) 

Superposition of K values yields a critical value for the applied stress 
at microfracture oi given by, c 

(11) 
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where Kgb is the fracture toughness. of the grain boundary. The number 
of microfracturic events n at a stress level cri is thus related to the 
joint distributions of defect size x and grain facet length d. The 
appropriate relationship between these distributions has yet to be 
elucidated. However, reference to the solution for inclusion fracture 
(section 2.3) suggests the following approximate relation for time 
independent microfracture; 

(12) 

where ~ is some averaged value of ~ over the defect x, m and cr0 are 
shape and scale parameters respectively, ~·is the total number of 
boundary facets subjected to the stress cri and Ab is the grain boUndary 
area. 

2.3 Inclusion Fracture 

Inclusions in brittle materials tend to fracture from a distribution 
of small defects (e.g., pores) located within the inclusion and/or at 
the interface.lO In some cases inclusion fracture precedes final 
failure and yields precursor acoustic emission. But, in many other 
instances, inclusion fracture coincides with ultimate failure. The 
former situation, which is of greatest interest for present purposes, 
generally pertains to low toughness inclusions with an average thermal 
contraction coefficient comparable to that of the host material; i.e., 
silicon inclusions in silicon nitride.lO Inclusions with an appreciably 
larger thermal contraction than the host tend to generate porosity (or 
open cracks) by vacancy transport. The presence of the pores increases 
the compliance of the inclusion and thereby, limits internal stress 
developmen~ and the propensity for premature fracture. 

The analysis of inclusion fracture is r~latively straightforward. 
The stresses within the inclusion generated by thermal contraction 
mismatch and the applied stress are both uniform (at least when the 
inclusion shape can be approximated by an ellipsoid). The stresses can 
be derived using the Eshelby analysis.ll The relations adopt a 
particularly simple form for spherical inclusions; these will be used 
for illustration purposes. The thermal contraction mismatch stresses 
are;ll,l2 

\) )] 
m 

(13) 

where the subscripts i and m refer to the•inclusion and matrix respec
tively. The stresses that derive from the applied stress cri are;ll 
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(1-v ) 
m 

i { 2 as = a 1+ 3 
[(Ki/K )-1](1-2\J ) m m 

where K is the bulk modulus. Superimposing these stresses and inserting 
into Eq. (7) gives the acoustic emission amplitude distribution for 
inclusion fracture; 

¢(V) = 1 - [ (
8*llml1a6T+l;;ai)b] 

exp -8 V (15) 

This result is similar in form to that obtained for grain boundary 
microfracture; however, the coefficients ( < t; >, 8*, l;;) are quite different 
in the two cases. · 

. 
The probability of inclusion fracture can be derived by specifying 

a strength distribution for the precursor defects within the inclusion. 
Specifically, the fracture probability ¢(a) at a stress level a is 
giveri for non-interacting defects by;lO 

a 
¢(a) = 1 - exp - I dv I g(s)ds (16) 

0 

where vi is the volume of the inclusion and g(s)ds is the number of 
defects in unit volume with a strength between s and 's+ds. If we 
assume a Weibull function for g(s)ds, since the stress within the 
inclusion is uniform, Eq. (16) can be combined with Eqs. (13) and (14) 
to give the fracture probability for time independent fracture, 

The number of inclusion fracture events at a uniform applied stress 
level ai for a sample containing Ni inclusions is thus; 

which, for n << Ni, becomes; 

(17) 

(18) 

(19) 
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Note the direct dependence of the number of events on the inclusion 
volume; also, note that some fractures occur at zero stress (due to the 
thermal mismatch stress Oa), such that significant additional fractures 
are not initiated by the applied stress until o~ becomes an appreciable 
fraction of Oa (Fig. 3). 

2.3 Time Dependent Effects 

Most brittle materials exhibit time dependent microcracking. 7 This 
has been attributed to moisture sensitive slow crack growth in the 
presence of both the residual stresses and the applied stress.7 Time 
dependent strength relations based on well-established slow crack growth 
relations have thus been invoked to predict the influence of the stress 
history on the acoustic emission event rate. A typical example is the 
decrease in the strengths with timet at constant stress;7 

(20) 

where n is a constant that reflects the propernity of the material for 
slow crack growth (see Eq. 33), Si is the initial strength (at t = 0) 
and ~ is a constant that depends on the material and the ambient 
moisture concentration. These time dependent strength relations can 
be coupled with the relation between the number of microfracture events 
and the strength, derived above, to yield expressions for the event 
rate. At constant stress o, the total event rate nT (Fig. 4) is;7 

• • 2 (m-n+2)/(n-2) 
nT = n

0
[1 + (~2)~o t] (21) 

• where n0 is the event rate at zero time. Note that, invariably n > m+2, 
so that the event rate decreases with time. The stress a is the total 
stress and thus includes a thermal mismatch component and an applied 
stress component. Observe, however, that the thermal mismatch component 
is always present and the event rate associated. with this stress 
component reduces to a negligable level soon after a temperature 
excursion. The initial event rate no that usu.ally dictates the emission 
level is thus determined almost exclusively by the applied component 
of the stress (although the decay rate,.with time, still depends on 
both components). The emission level eo is determined by the rate at 
~hich the load L is applied. For example, for a constant loading rate 
LR,; 

• (n-2)m/(n-2) [m(n-1)/(n-2)-1]• (n-m-2)/{n-2) 
nT "' ~1 n+l L 11 (22) 

where ~1 is a constant. Finally, when the load is released the event 
rate decays rapidly with time (Fig. 4). 
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Fig. 3: A schematic indicating the dependence of the number of events n 
on the applied component of the stre~s within the inclusion, ot. 
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Fig. 4: The acoustic emission event rate during a proof cycle. 
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One additional, and important, effect derives from the residual 
thermal expansion mismatch stress. The residual stress causes micro
cracking to procede (in accord with Eq. (21)) when all applied stresses 
have been removed. The distribution of microfracture strengths thus 
continues to adjust to a lower level (Fig. 5); and tends toward the 
initial distribution, especially for a large remaining density of 
microcrack sites. Hence, after sufficient time has elapsed at zero 
load, the acoustic emission that occurs on reloading closely resembles 
that obtained upon initial loading, i.e., the "Kaiser effect" is 
virtually eliminated. This phenomenon tends to be unique to brittle 
materials, and has several interesting consequences (see Section 4). 

II I. MACROCRACK GROWTH 

3.1 Stress Wave Amplitudes 

l~e extension of a macrocrack occurs in small increments (of the 
order of the grain size) along the crack front (Fig. 6). For increments 
with relatively large extensions t parallel to the crack front~ the 
acoustic emission amplitude is closely approximated by using the 
displacement solution for a two dimensional crack;l3 

(23) 

where r is the distance from the new crack front and K1 is the opening 
mode applied stress intensity factor. The displacement integral over 
the crack surface is, 

KI I:!, a 
I u dS = I rr dr z 2ll(l+v)/2TI 0 

Klt(l:!,a)3/2 
(24) -

3ll(l+v)/fiT 

where /),a is the crack length increment. The stress wave amplitude is 
thus, 

cr(r,t) = 
K1t(l:!,a) 312o 

3(l+v)/2TI 

or, expressed in terms of the area AA swept out by the crack; 

K1AA/Ka o 
cr(r,t) = ~--------

3(l+v)/21T 

(25) 

(26) 
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Fig. 5: The effects of stress and time and the microfracture distribution 
function. 
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For crack increments in which t is not large compared with 6a, the 
solution must be modified. Approximate upper and lower bond solutions 
can be obtained by assuming that the crack opening within the increment 
either varies as rl/2 or is invariant. Consider the semi-circular 
increment, radius Aa, depicted in Fig. 6b. The upper bound displace
ment is 

(27) 

where xis the distance from the center of the semi-circle (Fig. 6b). 
The displacement integral is thus; 

I 

TIKI 6a 
I u dS - I z 4lJ(l+v)/fi 0 

liTK
1 

(6a) 5/ 2 

"" 
15/2(1+v) ll 

The stress wave amplitude is thus 

o(r,t) = 

.fiT KI (6a) 5 I 2 

1512(l+v) 

xl6a-x dx 

_ 0.05~(M) 5 /4 

= (l+v) 0 

The equivalent lower bound solution is; 

where u is the uniform crack opening. 

(28) 

(29) 

(30) 

Examination of Eq. (26), (29) and (30) suggests a general r~lation 
for the stress wave amplitude 

(31) 

where 01 is a parameter independent of the crack extension process and 
q is a constant in the range 1 to -1.25. 

'J 
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Fig. 6: A schematic indicating the typical mode of macrocrack extension in 
brittle polycrystals. 
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It is interesting to note that experimental studies on 7075-T6 
aluminum have been interpreted to indicate an emission amplitude; 

' 

(32) 

where S2 is a constant. However, since the exponent q in Eq. (31) is 
not expected to exceed -1.25, the experimental results are equally 
consistent with Eq. (31). It should be noted though that the predicted 
relations are only strictly applicable to fully brittle crack extension. 
The opening displacements are appreciably modified by crack tip 
plasticity, as might obtain in the aluminum alloy used to obtain the 
experimental results. Interestingly, however, the development of a 
plastic opening tends to produce a relatively uniform opening displace
ment and hence, as indicated by Eq. (30), q tends to unity, in close 
accord with the observations. 

3.2 Event Rates 

Finite event rates accompany macrocrack growth in materials that 
exhibit slow crack growth. The crack growth rate v can usually be 
approximated by;7 

where v0 is a constant that depends on the ambient moisture content. 
Hence, for a sample of width b, the event rate is; 

• bvo ( KKci )n n = < M > 

(33) 

(34) 

where ( M ) is the average area per event. The area swept out M depends 
on the material grain size and, in some materials, on KI· The details 
have been discussed previously.7 For the small number of brittle 
materials examined thus far, M appears to be approximately independent 
of Kr, but strongly dependent on the grain size G, viz; 

2 M ~ pG (35) 

where p is a constant. Hence, in these materials the event rate should 
be a sensitive measure of KI (or v), as generally observed. 
Interestingly, however, since the count amplitude also depends on KI, 
a product of the event rate and the amplitude would provide an even 
more sensitive estimation of KI, e.g, 

(36) 
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Measurement parameters such as the "count rate" do include the event 
amplitude. but only as the logarithm; and, therefore, do not take full 
advantage of the amplitude effects. 

IV. APPLICATIONS OF ACOUSTIC EMISSION 

· The acoustic emission phenomena that pertain in brittle materials 
have several potential applications. In materials that microcrack, the 
time dependence of acoustic emission can provide some indication of 
stress variations. Materials which exhibit appreciable sub-critical 
macrocrack growth, but little microcracking, are amenable to acoustic 
emission based failure prediction. Acoustic emission can also be used 
to detect and characterize transient cracking phenomena: due, for 
example, to thermal shock or projectile impact. Each of these 
applications will be briefly examined in this section. 

4.1. Stress Monitoring 

It has already been demonstrated that materials which microcrack 
can be profuse emitters of stress waves. Generally, the microcracking 
is found to be time-dependent (because of slow crack growth), resulting 
in an acoustic emission rate that depends on the details of the stress 
history to which the material is subject. This phenomenon can be used 
as a means for.estimating the development of stresses in bodies which 
are not amenable to conventional stress analysis. The approach can be 
illustrated by two examples. 

Porcelain is a material that is susceptible to time dependent, 
stress induced microcracking. Porcelain components, such as electrical 
insulators, are thus candidates for stress monitoring by acoustic 
emission. One, well-defined, example concerns. the development of 
stresses during the proof testing of large insulators.l5 The stress 
distribution for a fully-reversible proof test cycle can be obtained 
straightforwardly by finite element analysis, and the resultant 
acoustic emission should exhibit the characteristics depicted in Fig. 4. 
However, because of a metal/ceramic interface at the insulator 
boundaries, irreversible effects are found to occur during proof 
testing. The irreversibility has been attributed to lateral slippage 
between the insulator and the metal end caps. The magnitudes of the 
residual stresses that result from this irreversability are reflected 
by the acoustic emission rate that develops during the unloading 
cycle .15 

Rocks are a general class of materials that exhibit stable cracking, 
with both a time and a stress dependence. The stress wave emission 
that occurs during earth tremors should thus contain information about 
the stress level that produced the tremor. This phenomenon is an 
attractive possibility for monitoring the development of stresses in 
areas susceptible to earthquakes. 

'· , 
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4.2 Failure Prediction 

The dependence of the detected event rate on the stress intensity 
factor (Eq. 34) is the basis for the primary use of acoustic emission 
as a failure indicator. In principle, by measuring the event rate 
above a certain threshold, the average stress intensity factor can be 
obtained, and the remaining structural lifetime of the component may be 
predicted (for a known stress history). 

The utility of this approach has been demonstrated for aluminal6 
and for zinc selenide.l7 The warning period--wherein the event rate 
significantly exceeds the background--is only usefully large, however, 
at relatively low stress levels in materials that eJmibit extensive 
slow crack growth. 

The major limitation to this application of acoustic emission lies 
in the propensity for emission from sources other than the propagating 
macrocrack. These can be broadly separated into two categories: 
internal emission (such as microcracking or dislocation activity), or 
external emission (such as friction, vibration, and projectile impact). 
The importance of these alternate sources of emission depends on the 
material and the specific application. Generally, however, at least 
one alternate source is probable, and some method for distinguishing 
the emission from the macrocrack will be required. This cannot always 
be achieved with our present knowledge of the acoustic emission process. 
The alternate sources that can often be distinguished from macrofracture 
are; microcracking, which results in a diminishing rate of emission at 
constant stress (in contrast to the increasing rate from macrocrack 
propagation) and vibration and projectile impact, which in general only 
have significant emission amplitudes below ~300 kHz. The other sources, 
especially dislocation activity and friction, are more difficult to 
identify; because they do not usually have distinctively different 
frequency characteristics, and because event amplitude distributions 
and event rate relations have not yet been derived for these processes. 

4.3 Transient Cracking 

Cracks often develop in brittle materials during transient stress 
situations, such as projectile impact, abrasive wear and thermal shock. 
The incidence and the extent of cracking that occurs under these condi
tions is related to the stress waves that emanate from the cracks. 
Their behavior has not been analyzed, but acoustic emission can still 
be used as a qualitative measure of the cracking. The transient stresses 
that produce the fractures are an inevitable contribution to the 
"acoustic emission," and must be separated from the emission due to 
cracking. This can normally be achieved because the emission amplitudes 
due to impact or thermal shock decay rapidly with increase in frequency. 
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Figure Captions 

Fig. 1: A schematic indicating the relation between the crack opening 
and the emitted stress wave. 

Fig. 2: Schematics of the amplitude distribution for microcracking 
(a) indicating the reduced form that applies for small ~; 
(b) the influence of the applied stress oi. 

Fig. 3: A schematic indicating the dependence of the number of events 
n on the applied component of the stress within the inclusion, 
0~. 

Fig. 4: The acoustic emission event rate during a proof cycle. 

Fig. 5: The effects of stress and time and the microfracture distribu
tion function. 

Fig. 6: A schematic indicating the typical mode of macrocrack extension 
in brittle polycrystals. 
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